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Michael Chekhov July 21. 1958

FIRE -

OUR METHOD

LULGINATION - MEDIIATIOI‘

we must pay goodbye to each other. after being

together for more éhan half the than we have to be together;

The old friends. and theao who have come later and who have

joined our inner and ouier life no quickly that I count on

all of no as having been together from the very beginning;

That is my poreenel fooling - all these dietencoe in time are

actually not there. Theroiero. I speak to all friends -

we are one together - one big‘group. This shows me how much

we have done without doing it - in a friendly way, rather than

an artietie way. Thin means very much for no and for the

etudio,

whet concerns our profeeeionel and artistic way,

I have to say something which will not be astonishing for you.

because it will he Quite a eomptchonuive repetition. It in

my duty to repeat things which you have not grasped yei.

Before I tell you something about thin, I have to announce

one point of organization for the next year. Our committee

has decided to divide-the.membcre of the Studio into two

groups - not from the point of view of one being better than

the other. but from the technical point of view.

In one group we will have acnbere who have jobs

other than that of actors. For inetanee. Miriam is a designer.

therefore she will be a member of a eeparato group. Hiekio

in a musician so he also belongs to the othon_group. Such
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poapla will be have by spacial agreonmfi. It 19 mom can-

amnion? for me and for tho ormaizatiem That-o mum; be a

déflnt‘co reason why the perscn manta $0 (1mm:- this group -

which we will can "3” — and finest: mam: bu an mdividum.

' almanac-11% batman the yer-con and the schooa.

Ha: abcut ’chc artistic govelopmont, I an almost

ashamad to reficnt what I have told you many “times. Through—

out my oxpozficnca no a teacher and dime‘aox‘in Russia. and

other Rampant: cmtrlea sun): as Gamay and France. thin is:

quite a new axyorie-nce for me with Ermah and Mariam

utaxdentm Afier having been vii}; you for two years. 1 have

cried ”cu find-out what flair: new experience is that I have

50% 13:03 you. Show are, of course. many thin: which I

ayprcciato and love. and 1 an very thankful to all of gun for

them: new things which you have revealed to me; but more

are things which um nee vary saeiafactoxy for me. and about

these I was? tell you; _>

I have never seem in any or my péavlous experiancca,

mach slow davelapsen‘a. and thin when so vary wmappy. Sui:

what 3 mm meat and about is that I cannot understand why. This.

makes no disturbed. The developmwm 5.5 slow - not only indiv-

idually and panama-11y ~ the development is 51m: as a group am

well as individuals.
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I have tried to as]: myself what is the reason. I

don't know. but I have some ideas about it; and one of the

ideas is that perhupe‘it has to do with the moment. with the

umbridlefi are of the moment. . As the theatre art was. until

today. an unbridled field of something which is indefinite.

which was considered more as an art of the lips. but inwardly , ,

no one hgm had fihe feeling that this is an art.

The theatre hm: been a flem in which the persoh my

who a vague display. or display'ena'e mm soul. A field

where there are so many sure who appear. God knows from where.

and disappear. Such a. world of glittering chaos '- that was

always the theatre. And many young people in all cauntrioo

were imagining a ehinihg Mute of their own. an egotistical

fuimrc. Perhaps they are state.

This kind of thinking about the theatre And films

which was empty, wrong. cheap, and not even human in its approach.

has given. “she impression to our fathers, and “to us. and to our

children that the theatre in something like a big sea, into

which one may jump and calm and flounder. or ate}: off on the

shore and leave it - something cheep.

Therefore. we met this Problem from qfii‘ce a different

angle. so that from the very first day you felt that there was

something serious in this school - there is a method - there
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is something which must be learned. exercises created with

effort and with the application of our though-:20 and other

powers. and our souls. We have not something which we were

perhaps not intending to meat. and our nature received a

certain kind of shock.

This in just one of my thoughts. and perhaps I am

absolutely wrong. our nature got a certain shoot: - perhaps

the nature rejects this serious and maybe too sorioud

approach to tho art. which seemed to me quite a different

thing. You en’uor the school with quite d‘ii‘i‘ezten‘t: ideas -

to sing. to ivhiotlo, “to dance your life through the school

and perhaps become a. sigar. and the mating with this quite

different aperE-ch has parhapu created certain inner conflict.

union stops your nature with which you entered the schooi.

not wanting to work really seriously upon this thatro.

If you had hild in your nature this desire to

pursue your life as 9. serious. iong. difficul‘t: pa'bh. perhaps

you would go to the University and. mi: to the theatre school.
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ferhapo you Would try to study social activities - there are

many uaye in life to apply a eorieus desire to live eeneeiouely.

and you have the aim to develop the seriousness of your soul.

If 00. then to a certain extent thin elou development can

be explained because the nature \me not wanting to go this

way.

If it ie so. then I have another idea which telle

me that 1 have seen my friends and students in many etagee.

I remember all b: then and i know theee stages and know the

development of each of you, and 1 must any that the mooont

when the nature was shocked by thin serious unexgcotod thing

nae already passed and gone end many of your natures have

accepted this. otheruiee you would not stay here. I have

seen how your naturee have accepted this new approach. but

then the question arisen from this point. After this period

of time why in the development as slow as before?

FIRE:

Thie is again another question, and here in the thing

which I have to repeat to you. here ie another point - the

yoint when I must shout to you again the question of "53:29.

Because the development ie there quite definitely. and I

lIlhe reason for this is

speak new about olou developeent.A poeeibly this first shock.

leek or fire. luck of human activity? This fire aunt be

found. not only on the stage but through your human approach

to the whoie problem of your being here in the school.

If you tell me you have fire. I will tell you that

Y
)
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it ie a wrong idea because you have not yet discovered the

fire. It may happen. If someone were to come and tell me

that there in no talent in our school: you are working in

vainu you are asking for fire in vain; it is simply an empty

' running machine; I will anewer this persen.by saying. you.

genius and brillianoy is. of course, like a Jewel in a big

vast field, lying somewhere. and it is difficult.to hope, and

hopelcso to hope. that the whole school will ooneiet of

geniuses or oven big talents. If they are not born. they are

not born; if they are not interested in the theatre. they are

not; if they are not interested in our school, they are not.

We have to work with the material Which is here. and even if

the geniuses will come it will not be the whole theatre.

Hvon.with five gifitod persona it in not yet the theatre; the-

theatre consists of twentwaivo persons at least.

Who are those twenty-five persona. intelligent people

With real good fire. and understanding. and love or work,

and with the ability to do cenoeiouoly work in the form of

a thehtre? This is the echoel:.thie id the theatre. So it

is wrong to say that we have no geniuses) if it in noooseory

they will come but we are going to build a theatre and not

a star organization. For perhapu five years a star is young

and has a marvelous success. and then disappears. This in

not our aim, our approuoh, our ideal, and the means which we

us in quite a different thing. Even one star will be too

many for us because we have a group ideal. and our ideal in
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that if someone is gifted five percent. and another ninety

five percent. the other need not be e heavy weight on thin _

talent. Our idea is to develop this five percent so that the

person will get from this five pereent of hie or her talent

as mueh‘ee possible. Thin means to create a group and if the

group will be blessed from above. talent and genius will come

and crown this group. Everyone will accept such talent be-

cause who done not like to Work with a genius? There are no

fools among us who will not accept much a genius. _

But we have to be honest with eureelvee, and say

that whether I have five percent or_twenty five percent of

fifty percent gift in my nature. here 15 the place where I

can develop it. More is the place where I must decide the

queatien which in. do I really want to develop my talent to

ite greatest extent or not? You will not find other schools

which will be concerned with your talent more than other ‘

thinge which will come before your talent.

So the first question is the "shock." The second

question in. "take the decision." We meet decide whether we

want to do this. I have no other means) I have only a certain

method to give you. Do you want to be developed? And the ‘

third question is the question of "fire“. Because even if

you get the desire to go on thin way. you will not be able to

if the utmost important point of your soul or spiritual being

in elmply sleeping.
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If you will tell me you have no fire, I will answer

you that I myself have seen fire in each one of you. I have

soon it; I can tell you the moments when the fire was there.

So the question is not to have or not to have the fire, the

question is where is it sitting?: Why do you allow yourselves

to live the whole day uithout any spark and quite accidentally -

there in nothing occidental when the method is there - you

make it accidental vory'ofton, but the idea is not thoro.

Please. where is thin fire? Give no this fire and then we

can go this way together.

The reason I put such emphasis on it in because

without this fire there in nothing for the method to be

applied to. The method applied to the brain $3 an empty.

shallow thing. I can explain the whole method to you in some

few hours, including the rhythmical hurt. because you have

always been dragging me back and I cannot go on with this

beautiful work - always some hole opens up in front of us.

I can explain it in a few hours to you, and some of you knew

it but you cannot use it.

OUR METHOD-

I am an old actor - I have found out this method

and have taken things from ethore as well, but I myoolf was

'novor educated in such n method. Under Stanislaveky'o Method

I was not educated in such a way. but I could radiate the

atmosphere better than you do. Why? If you diocovor the fire

you will do all these things and you will do them better because

I woo not educated in the right way, but you can be and will
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be. You will be educated in this way. You will not be amateurs.

and this is a new thing in our profession. You can be pioneers

if you want, and this is a great thing. If you shut your eyes

to this pioneering then we will lose something which in so

important for our whole life as artiste and as human beings.

Try to feel this difference - before the method

came into our art. first through Stanislavsky, and the second

attempt which is now being made in our school to continue-end

develop thie method. It is a certain important poriod_in our

art. so don't miss this opportunity to be pioneers in the

cultural life of the theatre. which is part of the world of

art. and this can be a very noble part - it is not yet. but

it can be.

he one. sitting in a concert will actually speak

in a free manner about whether the concert is good or bad.

because the person does not feel himself educated enough to

be speaking about the music as easily as he would refer to a

bad actor. Why do people judge so freely about actors?

Because there is nothing to know about them. If the actor

in lucky enough to get a part, anyone has the right to judge

him. But if no have some method. acme technique, some special

development. then the critics will not be able to say. "bad

actor." What do they mean? De silent and let only the per—

son who knows more speak about our art. It is something Which

can lift our art to a higher standard. and be part of tho

eulturel life of humanity.
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It 1e clear - fire! ’Aftor you take the decision

to go our way you meet find something about this fire. If

you have not taken the decision it means that the fire is not

wanted, because when the fire is there decisions are taken

every moment. If the person has the fire to get up from a

chair. it in a fiery decision. But if the person has no fire.

then he gate up from the chair and doea not even notice that

he is already walking. We must take one decision after another,

and this big decision which you must make can awaken the fire.

nowadays so many people are taking the decision

about what they will do if war cones. Almost everyone in

concerned with this problem. I know dome persons who were

cowards and quite unable to think of fighting, but what have

I seen? when the person has taken the decision to fight,

at that moment fire came out of his Whole being. It is u very

underetandable thing, because the gggiaigg was taken. In

such a sharp and terrible problem an the war which new depends

upon two or three dark persons in the world. we are simply

victims of these dark personalities. but the problem is there.

how, on a smaller scale this is the same principle

which faces ue. to take the decision about our life in our

profession. If the decision is take the fire will come as

an answer.

IHAGIHATION - MEDITATICBI

How teigctithie fire is our problem. so I aek you
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to take from mo an a school task the exercise to meditate

each day on the theme: ”To imagino myself acting or rehearsing,

on the stage. in the room. in costume. with make-up. with

the "£323." Try to nodiiato on the problem of your porsonnl

fire. In some cases I don't hznm know your meditative

ability, but if you ovorstrain yourselves it will have quite

the opposite result. 50 for five minutes each day, ovory day.

If you miss for one day bocauso you are busy. than the work

will suffer from it. Each day which is missed will kill five

days of work. So it is worthwhile to ohooso'fivo minutes

each day and meditate upon yourself as a fiery artist - an

actor. 'If you ask no what you should do during the summer

time I will ask you for nothing but meditation on fire.

imagination on fire. booauso real imagination in meditation.

When we moot next torn I will oxpcot you to bring

this fire. not waiting for something which perhaps will

come. perhaps not. Tho tino for perhaps is gono, For the

dictators of the world there are no porhnpsos. and we must

answer this with our strong gill. This is our only answer.

if we think that dictators will draw us into war. and that

there is noihing for no to do but wait for our destiny. this

is simply to lower ourselves to the level of the animal

consciousness. In our small sphere we have to be 1h3 person.

the most important person in the sense that We must be tho

most powerful, the most helpful and tho most productive.

To be humble enough and to be brave onough{ this is the
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composition. Because to ho only bravo in tho way to the mad-

houoo. and to be only modest moans to die before death cameo;

Tho componitlon of the two things makes the real life.

Children! Biro. fire. fire! It is tho only thing

I accept from you. and it in tho only thing you must accept

from youraolvou. We will meet next time and without mentioning

this word we will see whether the fire is there. If tho firo

in there we will have won our big fight. if not we are do--

routed.

Thank you very much for on, because I haVc received

very much from you no friends and as human beings. and so we

shall go on in friondohip. and in the belief that we will

diacovof theno things which will lead us to tho real results

in our small dphore which porhups may hocomo in time a big

one - nobody knows.


